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EN MARCHE REFUSES INVESTITURE FOR LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS TO MANUEL
VALLS EX PM 
BECAUSE HE IS NOT A MEMBER OF EN MARCHE

Paris, Washington DC, 12.05.2017, 16:48 Time

USPA NEWS - Jean-Paul Delevoye the president of the National Commission for the investiture of En marche! Explains why Manuel
Valls can not be invested in the legislative elections next June."The criterion that he does not fulfill: it is that of being a member"
explained.

Jean-Paul Delevoye (former President of the Economic and Social Council) the president of the National Commission for the
investiture of En marche! Explains why Manuel Valls can not be invested in the legislative elections next June. "The criterion that he
does not fulfill: it is that of being a member" explained In parallel, the former prime minister is under the blow of a " A procedure for the
exclusion of the PS.

MANUEL VALLS FORMER PRIME MINISTER OF THE SOCIALIST PARTY DOES NOT FULFIL THE INVESTITURE
CONDITIONS
Former Socialist Prime Minister Manuel Valls does not fulfil the conditions for an inauguration of the legislative elections, Jean-Paul
Delevoye, chairman of the investiture commission of the French Republic, said on Wednesday.
"To date, he is not in the criteria of acceptance of his application for investiture," declared Jean-Paul Delevoye on Europe 1. "And so in
this very specific case, the National Commission of Investiture can not analyze the candidacy of Mr. Valls," he added, adding that there
would be "also political reading".
Manuel Valls, announced three days ago, join the movement "En Marche" of Emmanuel Macron new president of the republic, without
even having informed him himself, President of his movement "En Marche" ...
The Newly elected President of the French Republic, Emmanuel Macron resigned immediately after his official declaration by the
Council of State.

A CLEAR ANIMOSITY BETWEEN MANUEL VALLS DUE TO THE SUCCESS OF EMMANUEL MACRON
From the time when Manuel Valls was Prime Minister and Emmanuel Macron was the Minister of Economy in 2014, he often scorned
him at the National Assembly by naming him clear between the two men. For good reason, the young minister of the economy who had
successfully led, despite the many obstacles of the slingers, his bill "For growth and activity" which was validated and voted "Loi
Macron".------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
See article: FRENCH MINISTER OF ECONOMY MACRON MAKES APPLY A PORTION OF HIS LAW ADOPTED
ABOUT COACHES LINKING MEDIUM SIZE CITIES - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-4658/french-minister-of-economy-
macron-makes-apply-a-portion-of-his-law-adopted.html#sthash.QsliDExk.dpuf
Minister Macron had at the time aroused much popularity of media and French citizens and was in pole position politics because of
brilliant decisions in the implementation of his law that labelled “Macron Law“�.
Compared to his prime minister, Valls, Emmanuel Macron took little steps towards the increasing adherence of the French due to his
pragmatic and effective actions and promises. The rivalry had then settled, following the political success and the empathy of the
French people. Moreover, the unpopularity of Manuel Valls, that reached so high levels, played in favour of Emmanuel Macron who
represented "The one who held him head and faced him, even if he was younger than him, politically speaking." It is always the case,
and the fact that Manuel Valls seeks to join Emmanuel Macron, knowing that he was running against him during the primary to be
candidate to the presidential, doesn´t explain everything. Indeed, he lost that primary elections, facing Benoit Hamon, indicates that his
unpopularity remained as strong on the part of the French voters who rejected him at that primary election.

EMMANUEL MACRON HAS PROMISED A MORALIZATION OF POLITICAL ARENA---------------------------------------
Emmanuel Macron promised during his presidency ceremony that he would apply the "Moralisation of the political arena since the
affairs during the campaign (Marine Le Pen and Francois Fillon, presumes guilty of fictitious jobs, for positions of assistant
speaker)“�. That multiplication of revelations of affairs have ruined the atmosphere of the presidential campaign, and deceived the



French People.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Not to increase "passes right" or privilege to Manuel Valls, just because he was Prime Minister: is consistent with this election promise
and can help to reconcile the French people, who are over-tired of these privileges granted on behalf of the political arrangements ...
The "En Marche" movement, recently renamed "La République En Marche", promised Manuel Valls not to oppose him a candidate of
their party in his district of Evry, (He was mayor of Evry from 2001 to 2012). Anyway, the former Prime Minister Valls, will find himself
facing other candidates of "Front National", "Les Republicains", and "Les Insoumis" by Jean Luc Melenchon, who are still very
active.------------------------------------------------------------------------------
On the other hand, Manuel Valls is now in a delicate position vis-Ã -vis his own party, the Socialist Party, with his provocation and that
aroused their anger. Indeed, this spontaneous and unexpected reversal, entailed, that the Socialist Party initiates a "Procedure of
exclusion of the PS". Following his intention to appear under the label of the "Republique En Marche “�, the first secretary of the
Socialist Party Jean-Christophe Cambadelis, announced that an exclusionary procedure had been launched against former Prime
Minister Minister Manuel Valls. "A procedure is in progress. Manuel Valls is referred to the Conflicts Committee, "said the head of the
PS on Radio, BeurFM. "In the Socialist Party, it's not like the Front National, En Marche! Or to insubordinate France: it is not the chief
who decides to exclude. There are procedures, "adds Cambadelis.
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